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fromthedentist
Season’s Greetings
With thanks, too

As the year comes to a
close, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of you
for your loyalty over the past
year. I speak for everyone in our
practice in telling you how much
we appreciate each and every
one of you.
We enjoy your visits and
sharing your news about
family events and activities.
It’s important to me and to
the staff that you enjoy those
visits to our ofﬁce too. Your
oral health is our ﬁrst priority
and we are committed to
providing a comfortable and
friendly atmosphere so that you,
our patients, enjoy a relaxed,
positive experience.
As the busy holiday season
approaches, I would like to
extend sincere wishes from all of
us for happy celebrations with
your family.
Happy holidays,
Dr. Gary L. Thiele
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Keep diabetes at bay!
Strengthen teeth with exercise?
Grin and love it!
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From the office of
Dr. Gary L. Thiele
Making gorgeous smiles affordable

Just The Facts

FAQ

Q

How often
should I brush
my teeth?

A: Brush gently at least
twice a day for at least two
minutes, and ﬂoss once a
day, ideally at bed time.

Q

My teeth are too
close together to
floss. What can
I do?

A: If you’re not ﬂossing
you’re missing about a third
of your tooth surfaces where
your brush can’t reach!
Waxed ﬂoss can be easier to
use, but there are other
types to suit different needs
– tape, thread, unwaxed,
and shred-resistant.

Q

How do you
floss wide
spaces between
teeth?

A: You can substitute ﬂoss
with an interdental cleaner
which is also effective
with crowns, bridges,
and braces.

Q

Should I use
an oral
irrigator?

A: Oral irrigators are very
effective for cleaning
around braces and between
teeth. They can also be used
to clean periodontal
pockets and to apply
prescription medication.

So Much In Common
About gum disease, diabetes ... and you!

Periodontal (gum) disease can alter
your glucose metabolism even if you are
not diabetic. This is worrisome because
experts believe this could lead to
prediabetes in which blood glucose
levels are higher than normal, but
not high enough to be diagnosed
as diabetes. Prediabetes can be a
precursor to Type 2 diabetes.
The relationship between
periodontal disease and diabetes has
been studied extensively for more
than fifty years. Each arrives silently
...is chronic ... epidemic ... and
has been associated with chronic
inﬂammation.
 Gum disease is an infection that
occurs when the bacteria in plaque,
the film on your teeth, is allowed to
build up and inﬂame your gums. It
can lead to tooth loss and bone loss,
and has been linked to cardiovascular

Grin & Bear It
Exercise benefits run more than
skin deep. Exercise contributes to the
reversal of ageing at the cellular level.
Astounding! Whether you perform
aerobics for cardiovascular stamina
or anaerobics for strength, your
exercise program could jumpstart
your quality of life.
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and other systemic diseases including
diabetes.
 Diabetics with periodontal disease
have two chronic conditions which
may affect each other.
 People with prediabetes or
diabetes are likely to have periodontal
disease more often and more severely
than people without.
 Diabetics with periodontal disease
have more difficulty controlling blood
sugar levels. This perpetuates the
risk of recurring gum disease and
increases the risk of other diabetic
complications during every stage
of life, including childhood and
pregnancy.
Gum disease can arrive without
symptoms, and has been linked to
both prediabetes and diabetes. It’s
in everyone’s best interests to have
regular oral exams.

...for oral health!

When weight-bearing exercises are
incorporated into your fitness program,
they can also ward off thinning of the
bones, or osteoporosis, which has been
linked to poor oral and overall health.
How do weight-bearing exercises
improve bone density? They work your
bones and muscles against gravity. In

reaction to the exerted force of your
body mass and the pull of your
muscles, the bone adapts by building
more cells which increases sturdiness.
So do pushups, lift weights, or even
cartwheel into your stronger, moreenergized future. You’ll eat better,
sleep better, and smile more!

Be The Best
You Can Be
Leap into your future with a smile!
Crown
Full-face
After photo

Dare to turn heads with
a smile that’s been
radiantly rejuvenated!

Crown Classics
Smile with style
Vintage is in, from cars and imported perfumes to red
carpet couture. But please – not for your smile! Conspicuously
old-school crown restorations can make you self-conscious, add
unwanted years to your appearance, and really date your image.
Contemporary crowns, on the other hand, will fast-forward your
look from antique to chic!
You see, advanced materials now allow light to shine through
in the same way your natural tooth enamel does. Leading-edge
techniques allow us to match the color and contours of the rest of
your smile in only a visit or two. You end up with a restoration
that’s strong enough to protect and save your tooth, but is
really natural looking. Unprecedented!
So modernize your smile with beautiful crown
restorations. They’re strong and stylish.
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Are you one of the fitness generation who
might live to be a dynamic and healthy 100?
Be bold. Take advantage of dentistry and
infuse your smile with the same dramatic
longevity and high-energy impact as the rest
of you. And let’s be honest ... a youthfully
incandescent smile is always a head-turner!
Teeth whitening is the eye-catching cosmetic
procedure that’s most commonly requested by
both men and women, and it’s often very
appropriate just before a restorative procedure.
That way, when we match natural-looking white
ﬁllings and other restorative materials to enamel
shades, yours will be at its very brightest.
For example...
Create your dream smile by camouﬂaging
imperfections with porcelain veneers that have
been custom crafted by hand especially for you.
When permanently attached to the front surfaces
of your teeth, your smile will look whiter,
straighter, and more pleasingly proportioned.
Update your look by replacing unﬂattering
older crowns that no longer match your smile
with metal-free porcelain or resin crowns. Or
consider these natural-looking restorations to
save and strengthen cracked or broken teeth,
or to bridge gaps.
Lead the pack with the leading-edge
solution for teeth replacement. Permanent
dental implants look completely natural, save
supporting bone, and prevent further damage
to your smile.
Make your zest for the best work for you.
Live life to the fullest ... and smile, smile, smile!
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Is Your Smile
...Spotted?
We can help

It was a great photo. You were
caught in the middle of a “full-on”
laugh. Then you noticed the old, silver,
amalgam ﬁllings and realized that
your entire dental history is on display!
No need to be self-conscious any
longer. There is a simple and attractive
solution to the problem.
According to research, the demand
for natural-looking white composite
resin ﬁllings has surpassed silver
amalgam by a ratio of more than
3:1! These ﬁllings are more natural
looking than amalgam, and have the
added advantage of never discoloring
surrounding or neighboring teeth
as older amalgam ﬁllings have been
known to do. Modern materials and
processes ensure that they are also
durable, reliable, and predictable.
Because of these advantages and
high consumer demand, we have
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Naturally
White composite
fillings look like
real tooth enamel.
For many patients,
this is their premier
restoration choice.
© Ivoclar North America Inc.

recently restocked one of the ﬁnest
composites available. This material
can be so precisely color-matched to
your teeth that it will be invisible to the
casual observer.
Let’s talk about concealing, once
and for all, your “dental
history” with composite
ﬁllings. It can usually
be done in only

one visit or two, and because your
silver ﬁllings could be upwards of
15 years old, your insurer may cover
replacement costs.
Call us about this impressive
improvement. Be laugh-out-loud
conﬁdent ... whether
you’re in front of,
or behind, the
camera!

Do you have
a Flex Spending plan?

Razzle
Dazzle
Whiter teeth win

Now is the time to schedule an
examination to budget your
treatment for the
coming year.

Let’s be honest: even the
healthy, young, and attractive
want to look MORE healthy, young,
and attractive. According to a study
by Procter and Gamble, it may be as
simple as ﬂashing a healthy, dazzling
smile. The study asked people to
rate two photos of the same subject.
Respondents were not informed
that a slightly whiter tooth color had
been added digitally to the teeth
in one of the photos. The results?
An overwhelming majority – 90% –
thought the enhanced photos showed
healthier, more attractive people than
the photos of the same people with
duller, less white teeth, regardless of
age, gender, or ethnic background. The
whiteness of your teeth does affect how
other people see you.
If you want a razzle-dazzle smile,
come in and ask us about your options.

Treat
Now.
Pay Later.

Payment plans
Early treatment is the best way to
save on your dental bills. It doesn’t
take an accountant to ﬁgure out that
it’s better to pay a little for early
prevention than thousands of dollars
for complex repairs later on that may
not even save your teeth in the end. It’s
a simple rule of thumb: the worse the
damage in your mouth the more the
trouble for your bank account. And no
matter what the health of your bank
balance, high-quality dental care can
be workable for everyone. Depending
on your needs, we can help you put
together a deferred payment schedule.
Credit cards can also be a useful way to
ﬁnance dental care. No matter how you
look at it, the bottom line looks better
the earlier you get treated. So don’t
wait ... it will cost you.
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